LUXURY SHOWER ENCLOSURES

BECAUSE THE SHOWER IS EVERYTHING

BECAUSE THE

SHOWER
EVERYTHING
IS

We understand the shower is the
centerpiece of your dream bathroom
masterpiece. It is what has inspired
us to craft the finest custom shower
enclosures for decades, providing the
ultimate finishing touch for your retreat.
EXPERIENCE how style and design
are made to be simple.
DISCOVER how heavy glass with unique
hardware is the subtle luxurious touch.
LEARN how customization of your
space is what we do for you.
We are excited for you to explore our
unique collection. We are confident
you will be inspired.
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CUSTOM MADE
for YOUR SPACE
Handcrafted to Perfection

Yo u r s p a c e i s
U N I Q U E LY Y O U R O W N,
and your shower enclosure
w i l l b e t o o.

Because the
SHOWER IS EVERYTHING,
our experts will customize
your dream into your reality.
Every RODA shower
enclosure is custom crafted
and designed to meet our
highest quality standards.
From your design, to the heavy
cut glass, and the beautiful
hardware and finishes, every
enclosure is built by hand one
piece at a time, customized
for a perfect fit in your space.
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INSPIRED to be DIFFERENT
Our Quality Commitment to You

“ We are inspired ever y day to create the
highest quality luxur y shower enclosures
that help bring your ultimate dream
b a t h r o o m v i s i o n t o l i f e .”
- G e o r g e W. R o h d e , C E O & P r e s i d e n t

SIMPLE

UNMATCHED

Whether custom or standard, we take
out the complexity of buying a shower
enclosure by offering designer collections –
allowing you to easily make choices based
on your own personal tastes and needs.

From the latest glass designs to the
finest hardware, our RODA Collection
offers the widest assortment of styles,
options and accessories to create a
space that is truly yours.

EXTRAORDINARY

SUPERIOR

With over 60 years of exceptional
quality and distinctive design, you can
be confident your shower is outfitted
with the finest enclosure to enhance
the luxury of your bathroom space.

Our commitment to you is that your
beautiful shower enclosure will be backed
by an industry-leading Lifetime Warranty
– and helpful, responsive customer care
to answer all of your questions.

BUYING PROCESS

CRAFTSMANSHIP

STYLE CHOICES

CUSTOMER CARE
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4 EASY STEPS
How to Create Your Dream Shower

With over 60 years
of experience in building the
F I N E S T S H O W E R E N C L O S U R E S,
we have created a way
t o m a k e i t s i m p l e f o r y o u.
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INSPIRING
YOUR DREAM

Browse the RODA Collection and select
the one that suits your style and design
tastes. The RODA Collection was crafted
to inspire your dream and help you create
your ultimate dream bathroom.
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PERSONALIZING
YOUR VISION

This is your moment to select the
beautiful, heavy glass and designercrafted hardware options and finishes
that suit your needs. The glass and
finishes are showcased within each
collection with expanded information in
the back of the catalog or online.
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2

DEFINING

4

INSTALLATION

YOUR SPACE

Size, shape and space are what makes
up the configuration for your shower
enclosure. These measurements will help
define your specific needs. If you need our
experts to assist you, just ask.

MADE EASY

Once you’ve selected your preliminary
design needs and shower enclosure
features, take the hassle out of installation and have your new RODA shower
enclosure expertly installed by the people
who make them.

WELCOME TO THE RODA COLLECTION
This collection was created
and crafted with you in mind.
We want to inspire your dream
and bring it to life.
From inspiration to installation,
our commitment to quality and
service will make your shower
become the centerpiece of
your masterpiece.
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CELESTA

CLASSIC. TRADITIONAL. STREAMLINED.

the CELESTA

SERIES

The transitional streamlined appearance
and variety of design configurations make
the CELESTA Series the perfect complement
to any bathroom shape and décor.
This beauty delivered by this series makes any
shower feel like a high-end spa experience.
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Shown as a steam application, floor to ceiling panel / door / panel with a return, and featured with Clear Glass and
Polished Nickel Finish. Pivot Hinge / Header and Through the Glass Door Pull Handle displayed on this enclosure.
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the CELESTA

SERIES

Select Your Hardware & Finish
to Complete Your Masterpiece

WALL MOUNT HINGE

This rounded, traditional piece remains the cornerstone hinge in the
most widely used configurations.

HARDWARE FINISHES

THROUGH THE GLASS DOOR PULL HANDLE

An 8” streamlined handle that features traditional aesthetics with
curved components as part of our most popular collection.
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Additional Design Options
The shape or configuration of your shower may predetermine the available hinge options or
the use of a header in your project. Please consult your sales associate for more information.
For larger Finish and Glass visuals and available Configurations, visit pages 55 – 62.

HINGES
PIVOT HINGE
WITH HEADER

GLASS-TOGLASS HINGE

GLASS-TO-GLASS
PIVOT HINGE

WALL MOUNT
PIVOT HINGE

Creates first-rate
stability with
high-class style.

A rounded,
streamlined design
suitable for headerless
applications.

Delivers clean,
curved design lines
for swing door and
panel applications.

Features alluring
minimalistic
components with
optimum durability.

HANDLES
PULL HANDLE &
TOWEL BAR COMBO

An ensemble of elegance
that is suitable for swing or
door and panel applications.

BACK-TO-BACK KNOB
With a 2” diameter, this
minimalistic design is
available with an optional
rounded robe hook.

THROUGH THE
GLASS TOWEL BAR

A universal mounting towel
bar with sleek details.
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the CELESTA

SERIES

Popular Shapes & Designs

900 SWING DOOR

CLEAR GLASS I BRUSHED NICKEL FINISH
As a single swing door with exceptional stability and function, this frameless
CELESTA features top and bottom pivot hinges. Also available, a floor to
ceiling, all-glass, no header appearance that is ideal for steam applications.
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935 DOOR & PANEL

CLEAR GLASS I OIL RUBBED BRONZE FINISH
A clean headerless design features elegant wall mount hinges to deliver smooth swing
motion out or into the shower, giving easy access to a spacious open shower configuration.

NOT THE SHAPE OF YOUR SHOWER?
We specialize in custom crafted enclosures in any shape or design for a precise fit for your space.

The versatility and elegant design features of CELESTA help make it our most popular selling enclosure.
Available as a swing, door and panel, or sliding for a tub or a shower configuration means CELESTA
is an ideal solution to transform almost any bathroom into a luxurious spa-like retreat.
Below are just a few sample designs based on popular opening sizes.

2850 / 3850 SLIDING TUB OR SHOWER DOOR

CLEAR GLASS I CHROME FINISH
Experience the premium feel and smooth operation of this sliding enclosure that combines
function and beauty. The rounded curves of the header and through the glass towel bars
demonstrate the pairing of luxury design elements with the finest quality materials.

960 NEO ANGLE

CLEAR GLASS I OIL RUBBED BRONZE FINISH
A “neo” corner configuration offers spa-like design with stylish angled
panels. It reflects an elegant, quality engineered fit that is ideal for
corner spaces.
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DRESDEN

MAJESTIC. GLAMOROUS. SIMPLISTIC.

the DRESDEN

SERIES

It is a modern-day masterpiece that sets
the standard for solid strength and simplicity.
The DRESDEN Series is breathtaking with its
majestic lines and contemporary, clean design –
perfect for your new escape.
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Shown as a headerless door and panel with return, featured with Clear Glass and Brushed Bronze Finish.
Wall Mount and Glass-to-Glass Hinges and Through the Glass Door Pull Handle displayed on this enclosure.
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the DRESDEN

SERIES

Select Your Hardware & Finish
to Complete Your Masterpiece

WALL MOUNT HINGE

Exhibits four-sided dimensions that harmonize prestige and
versatility while remaining the most universally used.

HARDWARE FINISHES

THROUGH THE GLASS DOOR PULL HANDLE

A clean, elegant 12” handle that is the centerpiece of this custom collection.
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Additional Design Options
The shape or configuration of your shower may predetermine the available hinge options or
the use of a header in your project. Please consult your sales associate for more information.
For larger Finish and Glass visuals and available Configurations, visit pages 55 – 62.

HINGES

PIVOT HINGE WITH HEADER

GLASS-TO-GLASS HINGE

GLASS-TO-GLASS PIVOT HINGE

WALL MOUNT PIVOT HINGE

Offers opulently squared features for swing or door
and panel applications.

Elevates grandeur with exquisite four-sided pieces
for headerless applications.

Offers headerless swing door and panel applications
with an impeccably crafted minimalistic design.

Majestic and durable with simplistic design lines.

HANDLES
BACK-TO-BACK KNOB

A master of simplicity with
a 2" diameter complete
with an optional robe hook.
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TRESOR

LEGACY. TIMELESS. RICH.

the TRESOR

SERIES

The rich accents and classic details of the
TRESOR Series establish the perfect design
elements for traditional décor.
Ideal for interior design tastes rooted in
timeless, distinguished style.
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Shown as a panel / door / panel with return and header, featured with Clear Glass and Chrome Finish. Header,
Through the Glass Pull Handle, Glass-to-Glass Hinge, and Mounted Hinges displayed on this enclosure.
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the TRESOR

SERIES

Select Your Hardware & Finish
to Complete Your Masterpiece

WALL MOUNT HINGE

Imbued with neoclassical aesthetics, this remains one of the collection’s
most forgiving hinges.

HARDWARE FINISHES

THROUGH THE GLASS DOOR PULL HANDLE

A timeless collection sculpted with an impressive 8”
handle, making it one for the ages.
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Additional Design Options
The shape or configuration of your shower may predetermine the available hinge options or
the use of a header in your project. Please consult your sales associate for more information.
For larger Finish and Glass visuals and available Configurations, visit pages 55 – 62.

HINGES

TOP PIVOT HINGE WITH HEADER

Header reinforces supplementary stability with a rich
neoclassical design.

GLASS-TO-GLASS HINGE

Engraved with graceful components for swing
door and panel configurations.

BOTTOM PIVOT HINGE

Presents a stunning legacy for swing or door and panel applications.

HANDLES

BACK-TO-BACK KNOB
A minimalistic design that
dazzles with an optional
robe hook.

THROUGH THE GLASS TOWEL BAR

Offers back-to-back or single sided options with rich, streamlined pieces.
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VINESSE

POSH. FORWARD. STYLISH.

the VINESSE

SERIES

The VINESSE Series provides the perfect
balance of beauty, function, and affordable luxury.
Developed specifically to fit today’s most
popular shower openings, the urban style
double or single rolling design make it the
ideal solution when space is at a premium.
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Shown as a rolling door with a stationary panel (double rollers), featured with Clear Glass and
Chrome Finish. Lux Header and Through the Glass Door Pull Handle displayed on this enclosure.
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the VINESSE

SERIES

Select Your Hardware & Finish
to Complete Your Masterpiece
VINESSE LUX features distinctive double
rollers for sleek, smooth operation – while the
standard VINESSE features a single roller
design. Both the VINESSE LUX and VINESSE
enclosures are available in two preconfigured
opening sizes.

HARDWARE
FINISHES
BN

PM

935 DOOR & FIXED PANEL

CLEAR GLASS I CHROME FINISH
The modern, through the glass single roller offers
a simplistic design for standard opening sizes.
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NOT THE SHAPE OF YOUR SHOWER?
We specialize in custom crafted enclosures in any shape or design for a precise fit for your space.

Standard Design Features
The shape or configuration of your shower may predetermine the use of the VINESSE Series based on
opening size measurements and requirements. Please consult your sales associate for more information.

VINESSE LUX DOUBLE ROLLER / HEADER

A deluxe binary roller system with supreme configurations for a smooth
operation in upscale luxury.

VINESSE SINGLE ROLLER / HEADER

Accented with a glossy single roller, this application remains available
in two preconfigured opening sizes.

THROUGH THE GLASS DOOR PULL HANDLE

This posh 13” handle is a fusion of elegance and
contemporary style.
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CANTOUR

LAVISH. LUMINOUS. OPULENT.

the CANTOUR

SERIES

The CANTOUR Series is anything but ordinary
with its heavy glass and modern swing door design.
The unrestrained luxury of this series features
a distinctive, innovative hinge system designed
for common size openings.
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Shown as a headerless door and panel with designer support bar, featured with Clear Glass and Chrome
Finish. Glass-to-Glass Pivot Hinge, Back-to-Back Knob, and Bottom Pivot Hinge displayed on this enclosure.
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the CANTOUR

SERIES

Select Your Hardware & Finish
to Complete Your Masterpiece

BACK-TO-BACK KNOB

Embellish your oasis in opulence with a clean, minimalistic piece.

The CANTOUR Series features an innovative
design that allows 6" of adjustment – and is
available in a wide range of standard sizes from
32" – 60" for common opening sizes.

HARDWARE
FINISHES
OR

BN

935 DOOR & PANEL

CLEAR GLASS I CHROME FINISH
Setting the trend for clean look and ease of operation, the CANTOUR
features a back-to-back knob and innovative offset hinge.
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NOT THE SHAPE OF YOUR SHOWER?
We specialize in custom crafted enclosures in any shape or design for a precise fit for your space.

SV

Standard Design Features
The shape or configuration of your shower may predetermine the use of the CANTOUR Series based on
opening size measurements and requirements. Please consult your sales associate for more information.

GLASS-TO-GLASS PIVOT HINGE

Features lustrous details and finishes for headerless applications.

BOTTOM PIVOT HINGE

Allows for 180-degree openings to accompany this lavish headerless swing door and panel configuration.
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ROLAIRE

URBAN. INDUSTRIAL. SOPHISTICATED.

the ROLAIRE

SERIES

With a magnificent blend of architectural
elegance and upscale flair, the ROLAIRE Series
is an innovative masterpiece in design and
delivers sophisticated luxury with
exceptional performance.
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Shown as a door and fixed panel with rolling functionality featuring Silk Glass and Chrome Finish.
Top Roller / Header and Through the Glass Door Pull Handle displayed on this enclosure.
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the ROLAIRE

SERIES

Popular Shapes & Designs

925 PANEL / DOOR / PANEL

CLEAR GLASS I BRUSHED STAINLESS STEEL FINISH
The unique precision engineered rolling system provides this ROLAIRE
an extraordinary smooth and solid feel as the door glides atop the header.

HARDWARE
FINISHES
PM

BS

950 CUSTOM DOUBLE RETURN

CLEAR GLASS I BRUSHED STAINLESS STEEL FINISH
This custom ROLAIRE enclosure delivers the ultimate open design
concept with a panel / door / panel with a double return.
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NOT THE SHAPE OF YOUR SHOWER?
We specialize in custom crafted enclosures in any shape or design for a precise fit for your space.

Standard Design Features
The shape or configuration of your shower may predetermine the available design options.
Please consult your sales associate for more information.
For larger Finish and Glass visuals and available Configurations, visit pages 55 – 62.

TOP ROLLER HEADER

Optimizes proximity between the sophisticated stationary panel and rolling door panel.

TOP ROLLER

Dynamic finishes with smooth operation systems
for this unique, luxurious rolling door design.

THROUGH THE GLASS DOOR
PULL HANDLE

Grandly scaled with a modish, oversized
19.5” handle, fitting for an urban style.
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GEOLUX

BOLD. MODERN. STRIKING.

the GEOLUX

SERIES

Solid and bold, the GEOLUX Series offers a
geometric modern design, distinctive lines and
accents that can transform a bathroom into a
luxurious retreat from the outside world.
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Shown as a floor to ceiling steam application with a stationary and hinged transom panel, featured with Clear Glass
and Chrome Finish. Through the Glass Door Pull Handle and Glass-to-Glass Pivot Hinges displayed on this enclosure.
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the GEOLUX

SERIES

Select Your Hardware & Finish
to Complete Your Masterpiece

WALL MOUNT HINGE

Bold geometric components made suitable for swing or door
and panel applications. Out swing hinge only.

HARDWARE FINISHES
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BOTTOM ROLLING DOORS ARE LIMITED
TO THE FOLLOWING FINISHES: SV, BN, & OR

THROUGH THE GLASS DOOR PULL HANDLE

Relish in a collection that glistens with a handsome geometrical
presence complementary of a modern 8” handle.
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Additional Design Options
The shape or configuration of your shower may predetermine the available hinge
options for your project. Please consult your sales associate for more information.
For larger Finish and Glass visuals and available Configurations, visit pages 55 – 62.

GLASS-TO-GLASS HINGE

Beautifully detailed with crisp edges for headerless swing
door and panel applications. Out swing hinge only.

THROUGH THE GLASS TOWEL BAR

BOTTOM ROLLER

Dazzle your haven with a shimmering exterior of glass to minimize
metal visibility.

Optional utility for swing or door and panel applications with an
eye-catching configuration.

TOP GUIDE

The perfect addition for luxurious stability with
foolproof squared bottom rolling door features.

BACK-TO-BACK KNOB

Envelops you in a modern and minimalistic design
made complete with an optional robe hook.
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the GEOLUX

SERIES

Popular Shapes & Designs

935 BOTTOM ROLLING DOOR & PANEL

CLEAR GLASS I OIL RUBBED BRONZE FINISH
Customized to accommodate the height of a tub, this bottom rolling GEOLUX features
a luxurious operating panel that smoothly rolls behind a fixed panel for open access.
Also available in shower heights.
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935 ANGLED DOOR & PANEL

CLEAR GLASS I OIL RUBBED BRONZE FINISH
The option of angled glass allows the beauty and unique lines of
GEOLUX to deliver distinction to an even greater level.

NOT THE SHAPE OF YOUR SHOWER?
We specialize in custom crafted enclosures in any shape or design for a precise fit for your space.

Optional Designer Touches
BOTTOM ROLLING DOORS
Adding elegance and dramatic design to the GEOLUX Series can be achieved by incorporating the newly designed
bottom rolling sliding hardware. Precisely engineered and designed for smooth, luxurious rolling operation – this
option allows for clean glass lines and a minimal use of visible hardware to set this door apart from the pack.

DISTINCTIVE ANGLED GLASS*
The GEOLUX Series is offered with unique design options to help create a one-of-a-kind shower enclosure for
your home. Accentuate a headerless shower design with sharp, contrasting lines by choosing beautiful, angled
glass. The slope of the angled glass can be that subtle touch that is profoundly transformative.
*Please reference the 935 Angled Door & Panel visual on the previous page.
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VONSE

STUNNING. GRACEFUL. SLEEK.

the VONSE

SERIES

The soft and graceful curves of the VONSE
Series feature the finest, sleek hardware that is
highlighted with stunning detail and luxurious,
rounded design touches.
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Shown as a wall mounted door and panel with a straight top headerless design and featured with Clear Glass
and Chrome Finish. Through the Glass Door Pull Handle and Wall Mount Hinges displayed on this enclosure.
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the VONSE

SERIES

Select Your Hardware & Finish
to Complete Your Masterpiece

WALL MOUNT HINGE

Sleek styling for swing or door and panel applications.

HARDWARE FINISHES
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ROLLING DOORS ARE LIMITED TO THE
FOLLOWING FINISHES: SV, BN, & OR

THROUGH THE GLASS DOOR PULL HANDLE
A beauteous 15.5” handle with soft curves to
accentuate this charismatic collection.
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Additional Design Options
The shape or configuration of your shower may predetermine the available hinge
options for your project. Please consult your sales associate for more information.
For larger Finish and Glass visuals and available Configurations, visit pages 55 – 62.

GLASS-TO-GLASS HINGE

Stunningly versatile and sturdy with gleaming surfaces.

TOP GUIDE

Ornate your oasis with optimum durability that emphasizes glossy details.

BOTTOM ROLLER

A tribute to the elegance of curves that provides splendid stability and a seamless rolling motion.
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the VONSE

SERIES

Popular Shapes & Designs

950 ARCHED DOOR & PANEL WITH RETURN

CLEAR GLASS I BRUSHED NICKEL FINISH
With the option of arched glass, this VONSE offers distinct curves and features a buttress
panel on the return wall.
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CUSTOM DOOR & PANELS

CLEAR GLASS I BRUSHED NICKEL FINISH
With a spacious multi-paneled design, this VONSE was crafted with
glass to glass hinges to deliver a beautiful custom centerpiece to the
bathroom environment.

NOT THE SHAPE OF YOUR SHOWER?
We specialize in custom crafted enclosures in any shape or design for a precise fit for your space.

Optional Designer Touches

BOTTOM ROLLING DOORS
Adding elegance and dramatic design to the
VONSE Series can be achieved by incorporating
the newly designed bottom rolling sliding hardware.
Precisely engineered and designed for smooth,
luxurious rolling operation – this option allows for
clean glass lines and a minimal use of visible
hardware to set this door apart from the pack.

DISTINCTIVE ARCHED GLASS*
The VONSE Series is offered with unique design
options to help create a one-of-a-kind shower
enclosure for your home. Accentuate a headerless
shower design with sharp, contrasting lines by
choosing beautiful, arched glass. The curves of the
arched glass can be that subtle touch that is
profoundly transformative.

AVAILABLE IN TUB AND SHOWER HEIGHTS.

935 BOTTOM ROLLING DOOR & PANEL

CLEAR GLASS I BRUSHED NICKEL FINISH
Effortless glide and a sleek headerless design are the perfect pairing in this
uniquely designed VONSE with bottom rolling door and fixed panel.

*Please reference the 950 Arched Door & Panel with Return visual
on the previous page.
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PRECERIA

ENDURING. REFINED. PRISTINE.

the PRECERIA

SERIES

The graceful and elegant lines of the elliptical
shapes of the PRECERIA Series capture
enduring beauty sure to stand the test of time.
With its clean and clear design lines, it’s no
doubt this beautiful door will create shower
envy amongst your friends.
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Shown with glass to glass hinges, a decorative header and featured with Clear Glass and Bronze Finish.
Header, Through the Glass Door Pull Handle, and Glass-to-Glass Hinge displayed on this enclosure.
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the PRECERIA

SERIES

Popular Shapes & Designs

950 PANEL / DOOR / PANEL WITH RETURN

CLEAR GLASS I OIL RUBBED BRONZE FINISH
This panel / door / panel with return
elegance of PRECERIA the center of attention.

HARDWARE FINISHES
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925 PANEL / DOOR / PANEL

CLEAR GLASS I BRUSHED NICKEL FINISH
The gentle curve of the unique hardware for PRECERIA is
showcased with a door centered between two Clear Glass panels.
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NOT THE SHAPE OF YOUR SHOWER?
We specialize in custom crafted enclosures in any shape or design for a precise fit for your space.

makes

the

simple

Additional Design Options
The shape or configuration of your shower may predetermine the available hinge options
for your project. Please consult your sales associate for more information. The PRECERIA
Series is available in 5/16" thick Clear and Silk Glass only.
For larger Finish and Glass visuals and available Configurations, visit pages 55 – 62.

WALL MOUNT HINGE

Elliptically structured and universally used for a majority of configurations.

GLASS-TO-GLASS HINGE

Refined with clean design lines for swing door and panel applications.

THROUGH THE GLASS DOOR
PULL HANDLE

Patterned after perfection, this collection’s arched
handle impresses with its everlasting excellence.

HEADER

Dreamlike and luxurious with its unique floating appearance of the glass being lifted away from the panels.
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EVO

CONTEMPORARY. ELEGANT. ICONIC.

the EVO

SERIES

Well polished and refined, the EVO Series
authenticates the impression of urban style and
proudly announces state-of-the-art sophistication
to create a modern-day hideaway.
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Shown in Clear Glass and Chrome Finish, the EVO features two fixed panels and a rolling door that glides.
Top Roller / Header, Back-to-Back Knob, and Bottom Roller displayed on this enclosure.
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the EVO

SERIES

Select Your Hardware & Finish
to Complete Your Masterpiece

925 PANEL / DOOR / PANEL

SILK GLASS I CHROME FINISH
To allow for maximum access in minimal room space, this rolling door is
centered between a large and small panel to offer the perfect fit solution
to this modern shower space.

HARDWARE FINISHES
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935 DOOR & PANEL

CLEAR GLASS I WROUGHT IRON FINISH
This solid, substantial header and beautifully engineered knob
complete the contemporary style of this EVO with the assurance of quality.
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NOT THE SHAPE OF YOUR SHOWER?
We specialize in custom crafted enclosures in any shape or design for a precise fit for your space.

Additional Design Options
The shape or configuration of your shower may predetermine the available design
options for your project. Please consult your sales associate for more information.
For larger Finish and Glass visuals and available Configurations, visit pages 55 – 62.

TOP ROLLER / HEADER

Lavishly detailed with a concealed rolling system.

BACK-TO-BACK KNOB

2” in diameter with clean contemporary finishes made for rolling door
and fixed panel applications.
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STEAM ENCLOSURES
Precision Fit and Luxurious Designs

Steam shower units offer a luxury spa-like
experience for any home and are available in
select Series within the RODA Collection. The
key ingredient for any steam unit is a precise,
custom-fit and tight seal to lock in and retain
steam, which is what BASCO does best.
A transom can increase the sense of elegance
or drama for a custom shower enclosure – while
also adding functionality to a steam unit. As a
hinged panel of glass, typically above the door,
a transom panel provides the ability to manually
adjust or release steam levels.
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NOT THE SHAPE OF YOUR SHOWER?
We specialize in custom crafted enclosures in any shape or design for a precise fit for your space.

SHOWER SCREENS
Custom Designed for Your Open Shower
Popular Tub & Shower
Screen Designs
910 with
SINGLE PANEL

Available on the CELESTA,
DRESDEN, CANTOUR,
TRESOR, GEOLUX, VONSE,
and PRECERIA Series

920 with
SWING PANEL

Available on the CELESTA,
DRESDEN, TRESOR,
GEOLUX, VONSE, and
PRECERIA Series

930 with INLINE
PANEL/SWING PANEL

Available on the CELESTA,
DRESDEN, TRESOR,
GEOLUX, VONSE, and
PRECERIA Series

Frameless, heavy glass shower screens offer a minimalist, chic
design option for those who desire a walk-in shower. While
keeping water contained within the shower, the glass screen
allows light and enhanced depth to a shower design.
Custom shower screens are available in any size or shape based
on your unique configuration – and are available for both walk-in
shower or tub applications.
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CONFIGURATIONS
MADE SIMPLE
Def ining Your Space

900

SWING DOOR

Available on the CELESTA,
DRESDEN, TRESOR, GEOLUX,
VONSE, and PRECERIA Series

925

PANEL / DOOR / PANEL

A. PANEL / DOOR / PANEL

Available on the CELESTA, DRESDEN,
TRESOR, and PRECERIA Series

B. PANEL / DOOR /
BUTTRESS PANEL

Available on the CELESTA, DRESDEN,
TRESOR, and PRECERIA Series

A.

925

PANEL / ROLLING DOOR / PANEL
Available on the ROLAIRE
and EVO Series
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NOT THE SHAPE OF YOUR SHOWER?
We specialize in custom crafted enclosures in any shape or design for a precise fit for your space.

B.

935

DOOR WITH PANEL
A. DOOR with INLINE PANEL

Available on the CELESTA, DRESDEN, CANTOUR,
TRESOR, GEOLUX, VONSE, and PRECERIA Series

B. DOOR with INLINE BUTTRESS PANEL
Available on the CELESTA, DRESDEN, TRESOR,
GEOLUX, VONSE, and PRECERIA Series

C. DOOR with INLINE NOTCHED PANEL
A.

B.

Available on the CELESTA, DRESDEN, TRESOR,
GEOLUX, VONSE, and PRECERIA Series

C.

935 ROLLING DOOR WITH FIXED PANEL
2850 / 3850 DUAL SLIDING PANELS
A. ROLLING DOOR with FIXED PANEL
Available on the VINESSE, ROLAIRE, GEOLUX,
VONSE, and EVO Series

B. DUAL SLIDING PANELS
A.

B.

(FOR TUB OR SHOWER)

Available on the CELESTA Series
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CONFIGURATIONS
MADE SIMPLE
Def ining Your Space

ROLLING DOOR
WITH PANEL & 90º RETURN
950

Available on the ROLAIRE
and EVO Series

950

DOOR / PANEL WITH 90º RETURN
A. DOOR / PANEL
with 90º RETURN

Available on the CELESTA, DRESDEN, TRESOR,
GEOLUX, VONSE, and PRECERIA Series

B. DOOR / PANEL with
90º RETURN on BUTTRESS

Available on the CELESTA, DRESDEN, TRESOR,
GEOLUX, VONSE, and PRECERIA Series

C. DOOR / NOTCHED
PANEL with 90º RETURN
on BUTTRESS

A.

Available on the CELESTA, DRESDEN, TRESOR,
GEOLUX, VONSE, and PRECERIA Series

C.
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NOT THE SHAPE OF YOUR SHOWER?
We specialize in custom crafted enclosures in any shape or design for a precise fit for your space.

B.

PANEL / DOOR / PANEL
WITH 90º RETURN
950

A. PANEL / DOOR / PANEL
with 90º RETURN

Available on the CELESTA, DRESDEN,
TRESOR, and PRECERIA Series

B. PANEL / DOOR / PANEL
with 90º RETURN
A.

(ALL PANELS on BUTTRESS)

B.

Available on the CELESTA, DRESDEN,
TRESOR, and PRECERIA Series

C. PANEL / DOOR / NOTCHED
PANEL with 90º RETURN
on BUTTRESS

Available on the CELESTA, DRESDEN,
TRESOR, and PRECERIA Series

C.

960

NEO ANGLE
Available on the CELESTA,
DRESDEN, and TRESOR Series
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FINISHES
CREATE a STATEMENT
For the Look You Want
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BRUSHED NICKEL - BN

GOLD - GD

BRUSHED BRONZE - BB

ALMOND - AP

WHITE - WP

BURNISHED COPPER - CU

CHROME - SV

ANTIQUE PEWTER - QP

SATIN NICKEL - SN

OIL RUBBED BRONZE - OR

BRONZE - BR

BRUSHED
STAINLESS STEEL - SS

Complementary
Color Choices

POLISHED NICKEL - PN

BLACK WROUGHT IRON - WI

POLISHED CHROME - PM

Complementing other finishes
in your bathroom, our finish
color options are designed for
today’s most popular faucet
and bath hardware. The
palette is diverse and
considers the latest fashion
trends to match your own
unique preferences. Our
patented process will protect
and ensure long-lasting luster
and shine for years to come.
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HEAV Y GLASS
DELIVERS PERFECTION
For the Room You Deserve

CLEAR

RAIN

SILK

TEMPEST

CEL I DRE I TRE I CAN I VIN I VNX
ROL I GEO I VON I PRE I EVO

CEL I DRE I TRE I ROL I GEO I VON I PRE I EVO
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CEL I DRE I TRE I ROL I GEO I VON I EVO

CEL I DRE I TRE I ROL I GEO I VON I EVO

HEAVY GLASS
DELIVERS PERFECTION
For the Room You Deserve

5/16"

3/8"

1/2"

GLASS THICKNESS
(5/16" PRECERIA ONLY)

PURE

VESSENCE

CEL I DRE I TRE I ROL I GEO I VON I EVO

STANDARD

PURE GLASS

AVAILABLE IN CLEAR AND SILK GLASS OPTIONS
(3/8" AND 1/2" ONLY)

PURE GLASS – The True Clear Option
Pure Glass is a low-iron option that reduces the green edging often
associated with Tempered Glass and offers pure white clear edges on
your shower enclosure. Ask your sales associate for details.
Please note that green edging of Pure Glass may intensify in larger panels of glass.

CODING SYSTEM
CEL - CELESTA SERIES
DRE - DRESDEN SERIES
CAN - CANTOUR SERIES
TRE - TRESOR SERIES
VIN - VINESSE SERIES
VNX - VINESSE LUX SERIES

STRATA

CEL I DRE I TRE I ROL I GEO I VON I EVO

ROL
GEO
VON
PRE
EVO

-

ROLAIRE SERIES
GEOLUX SERIES
VONSE SERIES
PRECERIA SERIES
EVO SERIES

For best representation, please visit a Basco dealer for actual samples.
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UNIQUE CUSTOM
APPLICATIONS
You Dream It and We Build It

Additional unique glass applications are available
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Wine Cabinet – featuring French doors with CELESTA hardware and
Clear Glass

PRODUCT
TIPS and CARE
Protect Your Investment

MAINTAIN BEAUTY WITH
AQUAGLIDE XP HOME KIT
If you did not have the opportunity to purchase
the factory-applied AquaGlide XP protection,
consider the Shower & Bath Protection Home Kit.
Increase the luster of your glass while reducing
spotting, soap scum and mineral deposits.

LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY
With your new RODA luxury enclosure, you can
be confident knowing your purchase is backed
by our Limited Lifetime Warranty. For RODA units
treated with AquaGlide XP at the factory, this glass
protection system carries a 10-year warranty.

GET HELP ONLINE
If you have additional questions about our
products, terminology and other purchase
considerations – please visit RodaByBasco.com.

CLEAR I RAIN I VESSENCE I SILK I TEMPEST I STRATA I PURE

CEL I DRE I TRE I ROL I GEO I VON I EVO

Available in any RODA Glass, AquaGlideXP is a revolutionary
ultra-protective coating that bonds to the glass and keeps it in pristine
condition backed by a 10-year warranty when factory applied.

Guardian ShowerGuard® – An engineered
that permanently protects and shields water.

LOW MAINTENANCE – REQUIRES LESS CLEANING THAN UNTREATED GLASS
EFFECTIVE WATER REPELLENT AT AN AFFORDABLE PRICE POINT
MINIMIZES MILDEW, SOAP SCUM AND HARD WATER BUILD UP
CAN BE APPLIED TO ANY GLASS THICKNESS OR STYLE
RECOMMENDED PERIODIC SQUEEGEE USE AND MAINTENANCE CLEANER
FOR BEST RESULTS
To ensure long-lasting beauty & warranty protection, BASCO strongly
recommends the AquaGlideXP Maintenance Wash. Please ask your sales
associate for details.

heavy

glass

NO MAINTENANCE – REQUIRES NO SPECIAL CLEANERS OR ADDED TREATMENTS
PREMIUM WATER SHIELD BUILT INTO THE GLASS
PERMANENT SEALANT INSURES LONG LASTING BEAUTY OF GLASS SURFACE
AVAILABLE IN 3/8" AND 1/2" CLEAR GLASS ONLY
RECOMMENDED PERIODIC CLEANING FOR BEST RESULTS

www.YouTube.com/BascoShowers
www.Facebook.com/BascoShowerEnclosures
www.Pinterest.com/BascoShowers
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EXPERT HOME
INSTALLATION
Bringing Your Vision to Life

Once you’ve selected your preliminary design needs and
shower enclosure features, take the hassle out of installation
and have your new RODA shower enclosure expertly
installed by the people who make them.

FACTORY TRAINED INSTALLERS
Our network of licensed, insured and bonded installers have
been factory trained and are continually performance rated
to ensure you receive a flawless installation and exceptional
service. Our service team will also coordinate accurate
measurements at your home to build your custom shower
enclosure to exact specifications.

HASSLE-FREE PROCESS
The accuracy of the measurement will ensure your shower
enclosure will fit precisely to your space. When you select
BASCO Installation Services, the measurements will be right
and your shower enclosure will have a precision fit.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
The BASCO Installation Services team takes the stress
out of purchasing a shower enclosure and ensures a
comprehensive service experience to your satisfaction.
Your project will be complete and backed by our
one-year installation warranty, so you can enjoy your
beautiful RODA shower enclosure for years to come.
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I N S T A L L A T I O N

S E R V I C E S

“From the initial scheduling to the completed installation, we were ver y impressed with ever yone
a t B A S C O . T h e y w e r e p r o f e s s i o n a l , c o u r t e o u s a n d t h e y m a d e o u r e x p e r i e n c e v e r y e a s y. W e w i l l
d e f i n i t e l y r e c o m m e n d t h e m t o o u r f r i e n d s .”
- Debbie Martin, Gainesville, FL
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Custom Crafted
L u x u r y S h o w e r E n c l o s u r e s.
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